This mouse strain (including any and all progeny, "MICE") is distributed by The Jackson Laboratory with the following terms and conditions.

Non-profit institutions, universities, and hospitals do not need to obtain a license from MIT to purchase this strain.

Purchase and use of MICE by companies or for profit entities requires a separate license with MIT which may include payment of an additional license fee. Orders for MICE by companies of for profit entities that do not hold a license from MIT will be suspended until a license is in place.

CONTACT FOR USE LICENSE INQUIRIES:

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
TECHNOLOGY LICENSING OFFICE
255 MAIN ST.
BUILDING NE18-501
CAMBRIDGE, MA 02142
ATTENTION: Biological Materials Licensing Officer
FAX: 617-258-6790
tlo-mice@mit.edu

Recipient may not resell or transfer MICE to any third parties outside the recipient's institute, nor may recipient breed or replicate MICE for sale to third parties.

THESE MICE ARE BEING SHIPPED TO THE RECIPIENT WITH NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AND THE JACKSON LABORATORY, MIT AND THE WHITEHEAD INSTITUTE EXPRESSLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NONINFRINGEMENT. RECIPIENT SHALL USE THE MICE IN COMPLIANCE WITH ALL APPLICABLE LAWS. ACCEPTANCE OF THE MICE SHALL BE DEEMED AGREEMENT TO THESE TERMS.

NOTE some MICE have additional restrictions that are not under the control of MIT, please read all the information provided with MICE.

JACKSON reports sales of MICE to MIT.